Above these diamonds she wrote the words “Breakthrough thinking process.”

“That’s it?” asked Elaine. “We already do that!”

“Of course you do,” agreed Kate. “This process simply puts names on the stages of innovation that we all do naturally. There is no big revelation here. The revelation comes in what happens when we consciously follow this process as a team. The power comes in how well we diverge and converge in each phase. And as we reflect on how we work together, you might find that we all approach this “natural” process in a unique way. We all have different preferences when it comes to where we like to spend our time in the breakthrough thinking.
Sample FourSight for free, and discover your own thinking preferences. Go to www.foursightonline.com/innovativeteam.

Bring the insights from this book to your team. This dynamic workshop by FourSight teaches team members the tools, theory and process including

- their individual FourSight thinking profile
- a customized report with the team’s thinking preferences
- tools to improve creative thinking
- an introduction to the FourSight process

To hear about this and other workshops, contact us at: www.foursightonline.com/innovativeteam